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Week 12: Basic Vocabulary

APERTO open

CHIUSO closed

SPINGERE push

TIRARE pull

SALDI sale

dove posso comprare ... where can I buy ...

... pane bread

... latte milk

... un giornale in inglese a newspaper in English

vorrei comprare ... I would like to buy ...

dica can I help you?

posso aiutarla? can I help you?

sto solo guardando I’m just looking

guardare to look

vorrei quello I’d like that one

vorrei questo I’d like this one

quanto costa? how much does it cost?

quanto costano? how much do they cost?

quanto costa questo? how much does this one cost?

quanto costa quello? how much does that one cost?

può scrivere il prezzo? can you write down the price?

come vuole pagare? how do you want to pay?

accettate carte di credito? do you accept credit cards?
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il suo passaporte your passport (polite)

posso vedere il suo passaporte? can I see your passport?

ecco here it is

Week 12: Bonus Vocabulary

CAMERINI changing rooms

SI PREGA DI NON TOCCARE please do not touch

ENTRATA entrance

USCITA exit

USCITA DI SICUREZZA emergency exit

dove pago? where do I pay?

posso vederlo / vederla? can I see it?

Signs and notices

In this week’s basic and bonus vocabulary we’ve 
included a number of  words or phrases which 
you’re very likely to see on signs in a shop. It’s 
perhaps interesting to point out that when a 
sign contains a verb, the verb will most likely be 
in the infinitive form. For example, if  you see 
spingere on a door, it means “push”. However, 
spingere is the infinitive of  the verb, so it’s really 
the equivalent of  “to push”.

costa vs costano 

We’ve also seen an example of  a verb in the 
plural form in this week’s language. To ask how 
much one thing costs, or “how much does it 
cost?” you say quanto costa? However, when 
you’re talking about more than one thing, you 
need to say quanto costano? Like many languages, 
verbs change depending on who is “doing the 

action”. We’ve already seen how this works with 
a verb like parlare, meaning “to speak”. If  parlo 
means “I speak”, and parla means “you (polite) 
speak” then parlano means “they speak”.  To 
give you an idea of  the full conjugation of  a 
verb, here is a sample table:

parlo I speak

parli you speak (informal)

parla he, she, it speaks / 
you speak (formal)

parliamo we speak

parlate you (plural, informal) 
speak

parlano they speak / you 
speak (plural, formal)

At this stage in your learning there’s no need to 
learn all this off  by heart. However, it will be 
useful if  you can recognise the forms of  these 
words for future episodes.
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